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Course Profile

Course Code: CSA 6110
Course Title: Remote Sensing and GIS for Climate Smart Agriculture (CSA)
Credit Hour: 2
Student Level: Level- 4, Semester – 1
Rationale: Students of this course are expected to learn and understand the basic concepts of
GIS, spatial data and analysis techniques, and how to communicate results using a well‐designed
map. They will learn about remote sensing data applications and how to use them to support
climate-smart agricultural practices for and improved agriculture sustainability.
Objectives: At the end of this course, the students will able to:
• Articulate basic principles of Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
• Articulate the fundamental concepts of spatial data collection and analysis methods as
well generate a map out of spatial and non-spatial data using GIS software
• Be able to explain the theory behind of remote sensing and understand the basics of the
electromagnetic spectrum, image enhancement and analysis, and their application
• Formulate new functions and apply what they have learned to their own research in the
thematic area of CSA.
Learning Objectives

Course Content

Understand the basic
concepts of GIS.

Introduction: Definition, history and
nature of Geographic Information
System (GIS); GI Science and GI
application

Develop fundamental
skills of using,
manipulating and
interpreting spatial
data.

Spatial data and geoinformation:
Maps; Database; Scale; Features;
Representation; Generalize; Map
projection; Geo-referencing; spatial
database; spatial analysis.
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TeachingLearning
Strategy
Lecture
Reading
assignment
Presentation
QA

Assessment
Strategy
-Short
Answer
-Essay
-Checklist

Develop an
understanding of the
underlying theory of
spatial data models
and to represent them
visually

Spatial data models and modeling:
Entity definition; Spatial data models;
Spatial data structures; Vector model
versus raster models of spatial data;
Modeling of surfaces.
GIS data collection: Primary
geographic data capture; Secondary
geographic data capture.

Apply cartographic
principles: Represent
and manipulate scale,
resolution, projection
and data management
to problems in
agriculture.

Spatial data visualization: vector data
visualization (point, line and polygon
features), raster data visualization,
categorized vector and raster data
visualization.
Spatial referencing and positioning:
Reference surfaces for mapping,
coordinate system, map projection,
coordinate transformation, satellitebased positioning and georeferencing,
practical examples with data from
Patuakhali mapping of mung bean.

Lecture
Reading
assignment
Discussion
QA

-Short
Answer
-Essay
-Completion

Learn how to create
spatial data and
digitize GPS data

Data Entry and Preparation: Spatial
vector data preparation, digitizing using
raster data, data entry using attribute
tables, collection of Global positioning
system (GPS) data from farmers’
fields. Application of collected data
and map representation using attribute
data, retrieving statistics.

Lecture
Reading
assignment
Discussion
QA

-Short
Answer
-True-False
-Matching
term

Application of spatial
data manipulation and
analysis

Spatial data manipulation and
analysis: Convex hull, clipping, buffer
analysis, dissolving and merging data,
spatial query from attribute tables,
reprojection, data conversion, extract
values, reclassification, overlay and
zonal statistics.

Lecture
Group
assignment
Demonstration
QA

-Short
Answer
-Completion
-Practical
exam
-Peer rating

Competencies in
fundamental map
making

Mapping: component of a maps layout
preparation and thematic mapping
through integration of attribute tables
and generation of multiple legends.

Lecture
Discussion
QA

-Short
Answer
-Essay
-Matching
term
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Basic understanding of
concepts of remote
sensing
Explain how
electromagnetic
radiation is used in
remote sensing

Ability to describe
basic sensors and
function
Ability to describe the
basic elements of
visual image analysis

Demonstrated
analytical skill in
selection of the most
appropriate remote
sensing imagery to
perform specified
analysis

Ability to work
independently and
with competence in
basic GIS and RS
analysis

Introduction to remote sensing: What
is remote sensing, electromagnetic
radiation spectrum, interaction with the
atmosphere, remote vs. proximal and
passive vs active sensing,
characteristics of remotely sensed
imagery
Sensors: location (ground, air, space),
satellite types and their characteristics,
pixel characteristics, resolution,
cameras and aerial photography, type
of sensors (multispectral, thermal and
microwave)
Image Analysis: visual interpretation,
digital image processing: enhancement,
transformation, and classification.
Optional: Digital elevation model data
processing and production of hillshade,
slope aspect, color relief, topographic
position index, topographic ruggedness
index and roughness.

GIS and RS Applications: Crop type
mapping, crop monitoring, landuse and
land cover mapping, and biomass
mapping

Lecture
Reading
assignment
Presentation
QA

-Short
Answer
-Essay
-Checklist

Lecture
Reading
assignment
Presentation
QA

-Short
Answer
-Essay
-Checklist

Lecture
Reading
assignment
Presentation
QA

-Short
Answer
-Essay
-Checklist

Optional: flood delineation, soil
moisture, land surface temperature,
drought mapping, fire analysis and
burn mapping, precipitation mapping,
precision agriculture applications.
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